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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECT 
The use of concrete as a structural material is gl!Owing at an 
extremely fast pace. Today's engineer.s are continuously applying 
this material to new and different uses. Included among these new 
structural uses are shell roofs, pre stressed units such as continuous 
beams, floor slabs and rigid frames, domes to cover athletic fields 
and lift slab construction to name but a few. As this list of applications 
grows the complexity of stre s.s conditions will grow with it. This 
fact, in conjunction with the trend towards ultimate strength de sign, 
makes it imperative that we obtain a generalized failure criterion 
for concrete under complex loading conditions. 
This discourse has three objectiveso They are: 
(1) To briefly review in chronologic order the work done to date 
in formulating a failure criterion for concrete, 
(Z) ·To present a new approach to the problem, 
(3) To propose the means. of te.sting~the validity of this new appro.ach. 
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REVIEW OF TH;E.ORIES OF CONCRETE FAILURE 
The first and most basic failure ·t.h~_~_ries were the maximum princ~_pal -........ . 
stress, maximum principal strain, cfrid maxim:um shear theories. 
r ·, • 
These theories will ,work with_ sufficient accurac.y for the specific load-
ittg .c.·0:11.dition .. s the:y\ve~e. :de.-signed for. ·They are not, however, applicable 
to all loading: c·o.nditiqn·~ ~:~4: il i$·: -~Q:J;' sµc>h a. g·¢n~ral type of theory that 
; 
we; ri'lll:St ~tr~j:v.e •• 
·Let u:s c:.onside:r the. ;maximum principal stre:~.s theq:r-y'of Rankine 
-· ·-· ·'. ... ~-. 
in or.der· to illustr:ate ·wh-y· t.h.e se theories ar.e n.:e>t ·appli:cable. This 
the'o·ry ·is d:e . .sig:~ed .. to.·r· :a.n:d will. a·c:cu-ratel.y predict.. the .ultimate com.-
pressive stren-g.tJ1 of·a unia,c~_~lly :Jo~d:e~· $p:e~:fm.efi .•. If ·we were to no\v· 
apply a constantte·nJ3ile stre-ss,t:>:n. a.n: adjace·nt plane: of a bi.axially: 
::plane:, A:s t.h·e fu,'.:tximum _p-r1n·.e.ipal -slres.s :theory still :p:_r.ed'_ic.ts the 
-~ condition. 
Another a.ppro.a·c.h to·. th·e :problem of ·pr.eqicting failure·:s_ Js .t·h¢: 
:!a{Iitr-e o:r· t'ho.s.e-: ·failures. define:d .. by fhe. proportional :l.irrii.t rather 
-·· . 
:•'· 
--- ---·--- -- -------- ---------.-.-. ~. ~~~==== ====-==-=-~--------.--=:....c:.._..;;;:;_~---=-----·-·-----=-~- ·-· . --~- -· --- --- --- -
. . ·... •. . 1 
"energy of de.fo:rmat-10:n" t}leqry propo_sed by Hencky have limited 
,.iij 
. ·~ .. 
3 
possibilities for the solution of the problem but are worthy of 
A. 
consideration. Should the reader care to inves.tigate this theory 
. 
. 
. ..  
he is referred to references 13 and 14. It is well to realize 
however that the inelasticity displayed by concrete requires the 
recording of measured strains in applying Hencky' s theory to -
this material. This is opposed to a material such as steel which 
allows us to assume the strain equal t~ the stress divided by the 
modulous of elasticity_(P/AE) at stresses below the proportional 
limit. 
The first reasonable approach to the problem of failure of a 
brittle material was formulated by Coulomb. He stated the 
hypothesis that the material will fail when the actual shearing 
stress acting on any plane exceeds the sum of the shearing 
strength and the frictional resistance of the material in question. 
Coulomb visualized this shearing strength term as a constant of 
the material { 'Z:'.,) and the frictional resistance term as a function 
of the compressive stress acting upon the plane of failure ( -'f ~ J. 
This "internal friction" concept is similar to that used for external 
force systems involving the sliding of one plane upon another. The. 
- -·------ · · · · internal situation is identical except for the fact that the plane is 
not as easily evident and the coefficient of friction {"( ) is not as 
. 
readily evaluated. The ultimate shearing strength ( t' ) is then equal 
to (~+-f ') where (?;, ( 1 ) are constants dependent upon the material. 
...... 
., 
2 
ln 1900 O. Mohr presented his version of·the planes of le·a.st 
.., 
resistance theory. His theory was· in fact identical with that of · 
Coulomb except that the term (f () was replaced by the term 
( f ( ~) ) indicating that the function ~ (: ?:0 + f ( ~)) was not 
.• ' 
linear. This equation· is e~pre.ssed graphically by the envelope 
drawn tangent to the c.ircle s on, .. a ·Mohr's diagram. Mohr realize.d:· 
through his expe .... riments and p~ott}ng:s of Mohr's circle·s .. (f:1.a:t 
. . . ' . -
although. a. ¢.:u·r\red envelope· could ·be ,d .. tawn tangent 
· to a series of circles thi.s>.e·.nvelo.pe· :clid not properly· ·q;e:fine the: 
typ.e of failure th~t ·oc·.·ctir.¢.d~ The de·finition of. the· theory a.s:: :stated 
:b;y: Coulomb and late:r mo.dified by Moh:r is ·based up:on :a. :s'lrear type 
. . 
·~ s: .well .~.s >fbat ,dUEt :to· :shear it is o·bviou·.s t'h.at: :a.·n ::1nc·o.tlg:'ruity ·.ex·:i: ~t~. 
·. 'fr·,· ·• 
,s:ta.te of. .s-tr.e·s·s :on.·.a· pla·ne ma1~tng·. a·n a·ngle ( o() (see fig:.: 1) with 
---~---·--·- ··.---------···--· · __ ... -------· 
. ------ between the failu:re enve1,ope .and ::a circle should mean tliaf the ·state: 
of.·stre ss. on the plan,e ·re.pre s·en.J~.:d· :by the poi;nt of tangenc,y is that 
expected at the stresses in.dic,at¢.d: by: the: lang:e.n·c.y· and th~ se st.res se·s 
4 
,-,-.------',''~-~,,__ _______________ _ 
-, 
-
should be acting upon a plane making an angle O<.. with the plane of 
. .. the minor principal stress. _This should be so independent of the type 
• J 
of failure occuring (i.e. if failure is in tension the tangency should be 
.at the point of maximum tensile stress) .• 
X Failure.· 
Envelop,~ 
C 
t,, -
' . ---:· 
6r----'------A-----.L..--~-...u..--------y---.... ~ 
~i, 
Figure 1 
Typical failure as clefined· by 
Mohr's Theory 
. 
. As an exa.mpie, ·of··how the- ·Mohr st;r-es·s th,e·ory fafls to p·redi~t th¢ 
plane. o.f .f;~ilu:re let us as-~_.µrpe: :t.hat the f~tl:ui·e en·v.elop.e for fhe -
. 
. 
rnay then proc:e·ed_: to itpp'iy ~ µp:i.a~ial .c•om:p.re-s:stve ·toad.. :-As the 
1bad incr:ea.ses the str·ess tire.le increa·se-s .i.n ·.diametet .from UAff ,· . . . . : . . .. .. ' ·. . . . . . . ' . .. ·, . . . . - ' .- ;. .. ' . 
. . 
_;...._ .. _ 
".X" between en\relop·.e .. anq. ci-·rcle. -indicates that failure should have 
occured in -she:ar on a plane m_aking an angle 0( with the plane of 
-~· 
·minor pr!nq~·pal stress. Experiments have s·hown that this type failure 
doe:s: oc:c-µr· on planes re·as·_onably close 'to: an .. angle 0( when the. 
-5- ·-
. -
' ' 
I 
. . 
tni:x under consideration is of lea.n to medium .ric·hness. Rich mixes 
• s 
on the other hand usually crack along planes that are parallel to the 
direction of the compressive stress. This plane par~llel to the 
compre-s~ive load makes an angle of 90° with the major principal 
. . 
plane .• _ By tu-rnlrig 180° degrees fro-m the point of major principal 
stress ot1 Mohr-'s circles we find: th.at this plane of failure_ was 
> 
caused by a :rnlrtor= pi:-i-n~ipal stress-.that was not c_reated by an applied 
lo.ad· (i_ •. e ~ pu·r-,e.: tension)·.. "Til.fs: 'teIJ..Sile typ~ failut·e: ts· ,un-doubtedly 
t 
_dtfe :to.~. ct>.tri:bin4 t.ion· of: the lateral expq.nsion ¢,a·u=.~ed by the pois son 
·e.ffe·ct ':and· th·e hi-g:h j;hea,r s,treng_th of the mo::rtar •. Thus the m:ate.i'.'i.c.tl 
•\" 
fails in tension ·before the: -.she·a-r failti.-r'e c.opdJtion,s· can be ·re.ach·e.d •. 
( .. ,:-\. 
The Mohr 1:s c_ir:cle-s Jor thi~ la.t{e:r type of failu.r.e ne-v¢_;r e"=-rtter 
.. 
the tensile r-:a-rige. a:s:. no· ·a.c..tua.1. teri:sile · $.t,t:¢ :~rs- i$ a:.pplie.-d' at ·rig:ht 
. . . . '~ 
Mohr's failu·r.e. the..ory breaks dowti: :th..e o-:t~:etically a·s ft ·ts -not capa.:l=!~e-
of t,S-re·dicttn·g· arty failures 'Other 'th_a_n_ tho_.se· of th.e _slle:a;r typ·e. 
; . ·. . 
.:ln :actuality-, -_ho\ve-v~ r ., :M9hr' s :cir:cle s ·na·ve 'be_e:n =£-ound. :to· con:f.qrqi: 
.'t:,o:.a u·nifo.rm :"envelo,pe. c.u:rve .t'e:g_a·rci1_e_$S ·of fa.il.ttre typ.e· 'a·.nd.--ha:v.e "ge·e-:n. .. 
.. . l .,=· . 
6 ' -
us.e:·d: :witb Jirrtite:q .s_uc~ce~~- t_C> predict all typ¢s 9f:.failt(re .. ~.-
• •" O " • • •· .. •• '-' ' .. - . < .• -- 0 '•' ' • .. -...... • ,~ - .· •• ·-- ., ... - • ._.,..,.,. • ' .. ---• • _.,..__. ..... --->, .... -· . •..- . 00 •• .... •,,_•.•••mo~ O M•,· .... ....--
• • _'" • _-., --- • • • -' ,~••••. •. ~-.....-... . -~ .... ·-·- .~ ... _ ...... ~ ........ ..-•: ,...,..,. :--·-·:·-;<-·•: .. ,~-- -~·-·~••••:-,-"':-:-·----:-"7::-•--:d·"'°'"*'.'"--.• --•-'7"·-----;_.c..;.. -. • O ,• -.-- --: • . O .-• · · --,< . ••..-.•H• ..• , .. ~• 
------~---- . ·.·.~~ ·One .othe~ra s surrr~iOIJ.. is tn~tle -nr-t~ u:se -O'f-M-ohr~whie:h.-·~,-~ . . - --~,~-~~' 
.~~· 
~ ~ 
j 
i 
. . . .. 
.. . . ' 
--
·; 
~- - --- ... --------'--.-~--------------·--···---------·--·--~~----- .-.,......···-··· ·--··-···--··-·"'-~-------- -·- . 
,:· . ·.. . . . . ·- ... ' . ' ' .. .- ' --· --·---'--·-··-·t 
in-dependent of the magnitude of the interme·diat.e principal stres~ (i.:e. the. :-; 
p:r.incipal str·e:s:s on the third: fc1.pe of a ·triaxia1 specimen). Thls . 
.. 
-- ... . . ·=-····~--, -~- •.. ...... . .. ', ., : .· ·,.·,' ·, ,,. .. ·:- '"'· .-~:· 
7• 
• 
.. 
7 
... 
·!· 
assumption and it's validity will be dfscussed later in this paper after 
the theory proposed herein has been presented. 
In 1912 a_nd 1915 Th.·v. Karm,n~:1:and Robert :Boker4 publi~h~d.· 
,. 
, 
·th_e· results :of three dimensional compressive tests performed on marble 
"1111. 
·' 
spe:.cimens.. These results wfll be presented i~ part when _we ·analyze 
The: next major re sea.r.ch -_d:one ·in this -:!i:eld after Mohr ~as by· 
~ J 
. 
,,... . 
F:r~nk :E. Richart', An{~Jn BranQ._t:zae_:g and Rex L. Brown~ .... a_t the Unj.y~.r $i:ty· 
·of: Illinois. T:hi.$' c~nsist.e_d of ·a:"i'.1 extensive- te .. stirig· program de signed 
,•' I • 
.. · 
to·inyasure the reliability of a failqre theory developed 'by l?randtzaeg. 6 
.: 
• i. / 
"the component part.s-:ot"-the mate.rial.· rr·h·at is .tb' sa·:y·it,·de:al.t. with the· 
.material on the -m,~c::rcrSGQpic .l~:fvel .~a:tlJ.er: t11,an tl.1e ·rnac:-ros·c.opic le-vel 
-• 
that <Brandtzae::grs theory was reas.o.t1al~.1y· cclr-'_r,e::qt o·y:e;r "th.e· ran,g~· i~ 
exper.im·e.ntal r:e_s:ults obtained· ·by this· re·.se:.a=rc·h te:~tm rathe,.r than 
·., 
-······ .. .... ... ,. , ... ·---·-•-••. -•••,.••-•-••••·-•-•••••-•••·-·• ••••- •-·--i::-- .. · ··- - ' - ·•• •••· '~--•·5~ ··-·· ~--~·-• 6-r·-·-•·r,·-. -· 1....· ··-·•·••---a-··-·-'-·--~•••,- • ··- • -•··-' --·---··•••• ·-··•-A•-.:..-:...•-·•••-••·-•••:•--~-•-•• - ' ~ • . • • •• 
.to :re 1.e re nce:-s ·anu . 1.or u:rt11e r stu y. · ···-· --·--··--------------~-----··--··"'·-·--'---··----~-,----
·the Richart experiments consisted of a. series of thr.ee dimen·sio.nal. 
. ~ 
:j . . .. comnression tests.-. The results obta-ined will not be presented f ····--········---···-·-····---- -.. ·. -· · ... __ , ··- .·.-. ," --·--~-------------· . --------------' ----··-·- . . . . . --------------·-··-. ~ - . . --~: - . . . - :__ ·. - : . ..:.._ . . _: . . 
---------·--· -- . ' -·· - ----·-·-··-·-··--·---
-at this point Ibnt will be held in abeyanc.e: until they can be disc_ussed 
.. 
in the ·tight of the theo·r")rto be pre:$e·1:i~e-.d· lat¢r in this paper . 
.. 
I 
I 
·, .. ,1', 
.. 
I 1953 H. · C · 7 ' 8 . f f ~ .. . d n · .. · , · . J. · owan combined two o the a orement1one 
/ 
failure theories and _pre_sented a tlieory that takes advantage -of the 
better points of both earlier toheorie s.. The two theories used are 
:f.he Coulomb inte~nal friction theory and the ·maximum stress theory 
of Rankine. This· combined theory se:rye __ ·s: to simplify the Mohr 
failure envelope by using two straig·ht lines- to form the _envelope in 
:plac.e of the power curve: .fo:und ·by experimentation. Fj.g-ure 2 shows 
the new envelope sq_pe)~it:P,:pp~e·_:d upon the old .. 
6r 
Coulomb 
-,- --
I 
I 
--- -
Figure ~ 
Cowan' s modification 
-
Mohr envelope 
Cowan' s combined 
envelope 
~-
6c· 
8 
-. ~ 
... 
of Mohr's theorv 
--- . -·_·_ ., ·· ...... ----------------------- -----·-
. .... .. . ... .. .]--------- -~------.... ···, .. --. ~---~ ·-------· 
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of application it doe·s- not correct tlte or;igi.nal faults of .the Mohr 
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The late st attempts .to defi.ne a th·eory of failure _fo.r .c.oncrete have 
' abandoned the. id·ea o·f··-a· com;pl~~1y·-ge,rieral theo;ry· 'ih £a vor of 
• ~ I., 
- . (II~· - • • . • ' 1 
separate independent theorie·s to cover the different combinations 
of stress. The leading works to date have been presented by 
.. 
B. J3resler·.and K. S. Fister at the University of California and 
Doug.las· M-'cHenry and Joseph· Karni at .. the· :Portla·nq Gement 
• -
.,. I~ 
As.so.ciation Re·search c·enter in ,C~i~~-'go, Illinois. 
. 
. ' 
Bresler and Pis~e;r;-- .t~.:~te.g:_a:.: s.e.rie s :of 65 tubular specimens of · 
concrete under axial ¢0.mp·r:easion. a-nd torsion. The resulting state 
o.f _stress (Figure 3) was: o.ne -o.'f .c·on:i.pre s·sion crnd shear there by 
ca:u..s.in.g· ten$io·n.-to. 4:ct::o,p. ·¢e·rtain: of the· 12lane s in a typical element .• 
~) . 
d 
Figure 3 
Bressler and Fister 
typical stress ~lement 
. ~: 
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·pe:st fit, th~ fir·st assuming the curve: t<;> be parabolic,., .. iri ..fo.r,m 
i 
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Bresler and Fister next set about applying their linear failure 
I - · .. - -
. 
. 
c')rit:e·r:i.onto the results of b.eam tests performed by experimenters 
·p·rio·r.·:to tha.t time. :.Extelletit co~relation was· found betwe,en 
" ' . . 
. ~ 
the ·calculate.d and observed value.s· of slre.aring strengt~. _ 
McHe.nry and Karni qicl: wo:r:k/~loing, ye:ry much the same '.line.s· as 
. . . . 
.. ~ .· ··-
.te·nsion being obtained through the use o{:·hydraulic: p.:re s:s.u·r·e··s 
,. 
. . 
. inside the cylind~r. McHenry and Karnialso. used a nstraight ,l.in·~-_:rJ 
c:riterion to de.fine failure. They drew thi:s· ltp:e between th~ 
1.:fmitin:g values .:oJ p.u.r·e: -te.J1sion and pure comp:re s sion. 
,Both theories -a.:r..-e·: expr·esse·d. in terms. oJ.t.:l):e µJtirn_ate· C:o·rop.resslve 
.to ·be- ~pdependen,_t. Q:f. t·he: te·st mixe._s a.nd the, intermediate principle 
Stf es s. and a,pplica ble to all ·ntl~.~. $ ~o:, .long as f:. (and f; for 
_.., 
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STATEMENT OF PROPOSED THEOR-Y 
-- --- -------~- ---·-··--···-~----------·-.·-·· ---· 
' The previous pages of this paper have given the reader a brief 
re.view as to the pre sent state c;,f knowledge concerning the failure 
pf concrete subjected to combined stresses~ Jt has been pointed 
· :out earlier that a completely general theo·.ry, ·applicable to all 
loa·din:g .. :conditio·n·s, is required in order to apply the ultimate 
fJ . -<I 
.. s't.refngth theories to the increa-singly complex structures: being 
-· CO·nc.eived by todays engineers • ·The theory that ·follows will we 
. h.qpe fulfill this requirement. 
Stated brieJly the theory is this: 
. . 
An eleme't1t: o·f cot1:c:·reJ¢ .. will fail i.ri .either-· te·nsto·n, shear or 
.is ·equal to: .eithe t the. ultimate· t.ens.il~ s.tra.ln ,. :()'r the sum of ultim·a.te. · 
s4e~rihg sfrai:r:1 plus or min.tis t:he, ·maximum. :S.hearing strain 
developable by If internal fr i.c{ion:'' ,· .or. the.:. µlt:i:r:na.:te: ttiaxial 
.c.o.~pre$s'ive: strain, r.e.s·pect:fvely. 
:T.h.is ca.n: ·be. ·presented· graphically on a. Mo.:hr' s diagram {s.ee: 
Figure 4) and is seen to be very similar to the Mohr's failur·e 
theory except that it has been converted from a stres·s· to .a ·§t.,rai.-n .. 
. - ·- -- -·- --- ·-- -ba-sis.- -T~e- -pUc!!pose- o-f- using- the le s s p ract:lc:a..l ·s'tra,{n: c·rit.e rion . 
---·- ~··- ·- ;.__ -- --- ·- -- -- --- -- - .. ,._ -- ------·-- . ·~· . 
·rafher-ffian--thiit'of sfre SS 1$ that certain e:rrOr·S of amiss.ion 
V . .: 
iriherent::·in..·.the. -Mohr's theory· of failure are eliminated by this· means. 
- -~ --- --- -·- - - -- --- - -
-- - __ _._ -- ----·-- ---- - -- --- -- - - - -
.. ,. 
' 
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_ __ __ These e'ors, and how they are cor~:_e!~~-~y the propos~~strain 
·• 
theory, are our next con side ration. 
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13 ;.• RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS OBSERVED FROM ,, EXPERIMENTS BY RICHART, BRANDTZAEG, AND BROWN 
· To the best of this author's knowledge, no strain test data has 
been obtained by other re searchers that could be applied to the proposed 
. 
theory. This of course is due to the fact that the other tested· 
theories were based upon stress criteria and any strain readings 
! observed were purely incidental. In order to demonstrat~ our 
_concept with the experimental results available we must improvise 
. 
. 
an~ attempt to convert the data, re~sults ·and conclusions of these 
tests based upon stress to those of strain. This rnust suffice 
until_a test program has been run in which strain measurements 
are recorded. 
Perhaps the test results best suited to our purpose are those of 
Richart, Brandtzaeg and Browno The·se tests were, as state·d earlier, 
a series of triaxial compression tests run for the purpose of 
examining both the brandtzaeg theory and the Mohr internal .stress 
theory. As our theory is similar to that of Mohr we will attempt 
to convert the Richart test results to an equivalent strain basis by 
analyzing the affect of introd.uc:il'lg the elastic and inelastic quantities~ 
that would be accounted for (i.e. m"easured) in the proposed strain 
.,., 
·-.-.; 
;Jb, 
.--c=---- ._ .. ;- ... __ _ ------- --- --- ------ ------ ---- - -- - -----· ------ ----=- --::,----:::::--- -- -·--
-- theory but were omitted in Rtcna-rfTs application of his test results_ 
- ~ .. -- -·--- -··-
'. to Mohr's theory. 
- ·--~- --- '.__ .. -.---:.~~~- .....:....; _ __:_.:_••..:,;::.._;_:...· -
Let us first review Richart's conclusion concerning Mohr's stress ,, 
theory as drawn from his test _results and those of K~rm~n and Boke.r. 
t •. 
·,.._····•· .. 
. ... --,,r .. ~,,. .. ,-.... -~····.·---·· ,.4,-·:.,;.:;.,.,..,, 
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. 
Richart's Figure 30, whic_h is.reproduced in part as our ¥igure 5, 
- '""----·- ·-----" .. --·-·-------·-·---->'•_ ·-··- ----~- -~-
loose volume and "fairly wet" consistency. The series 3A specimens 
' 
were brought to failure by an increasing axial load under a constant 
lateral pre-ssure whereas the series 2 and 3B specimens were brought 
. 
I 
• 
to fail~re by an increasing later~l load under a c·o~stant axial force. 
Thi.s_ was ~one to observe the affect of the intermediate principle 
sJress upon the failure envel,ope (ie. in series 2 and 3B d'INTER = lf'MAX 
.. _whe·:re.as' in series 3A, 1'1NTER:: d'MtN ) • 
-
. . 
. • . 
' • • 
' • ,' 
•" . ' 
. . • 
-s· 
•/ 
- ••••····••·•,,_,,..~, •. •,-
-,,----•-••-••••••-.--,•-,A---;:::::::::-, ---.. ·-----_a,_.,·'-'--7" ----~ . .::::---::-::;;-:-:;---,,-= ·-·-~:·,,::=--
...:c~.--='••··--._ ,. _;, - --•••------•--
Figure 5 
"Mohr's Circle" diagrams for 
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Similar envelopes obtained from the tests of Karman and -Boker 
appear in Figure 6. 
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''Mohr's Circle" diagrams for 
marble in triaxial compression (stress) 
Figu.r~ 7 is derived fr_orn figures ·5 and 6 and is presented as a 
means of comparing these two previous figures. 
• 
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. 
- - -------- ---- -------- ______ .. ____ , ____ .. ,---·,:--------. ----------·-------------~ From figure 5 Richart drew the following conclusions. He surmised · ij 
•/ 
that the almost perfect fit of a cur.ved envelope did not prove Mohr's 
theory correct. 
"The regularity of these limiting curves merely proves that 
the strength of the· material as measured by the large st · 
compressive stress acting at the point _of maximum load 
varies in a regular way with the magnitu.de~ of the smalle·r 
compres·sive stresses actingo To prove the correctness 
of the conception of failure underlying Mohrvs theory, it 
would be necessary to show that this variation is the same 
regardless of the particular type ~ test employed., and 
that the intermediate principal stress had no influence." 
From the above, as well as other collateral tests, -Richart reas~ned: 
1- Comparison of curves 1 and 2, and 3 and 4, in Figure 7 
indicates that the intermediate principal stress does 
influence the envelope. This conclusion can also be 
,, 
drawn from the fact that concrete was found stronger 
in biaxial compression than uniaxial compression. Richart 
noted however that the data available was not sufficient 
to prove or disprove Mohr's theory conclusively. 
2- Coulomb's (or Mohr's) theory is based upon a shear type 
failure and since splitting failures are observed in 
uniaxial compression tests, due to lateral expansion of 
the material, the theory stands in error. 
Richart concluded as follows:". , •. _. The 'internal friction'· theory 
applied under the assumption of- an isotropic material, gives- . -····----·---·~---· ~ ·--- ---· -- .• ,_.I.- - .. 
-criteria of strength which are not definitely proved to be 
incorrect., but the theory does imply a conception of the physical 
I 
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process of failure which is in marked disagreement 
with the deformations observed in the testsll. ---- ~ . . ·• ·---- ~ '' .. . 7 . -- . ---- .-. -__ .. ----·-·---·-·---.. -----·-c--
It is the above factors which Richart found in conflict with the 
Mohr ·theory that the proposed t.h,e·ory is intended to correct. 
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.. ,-GRAPHICAL··REPRESENTATION OF EQUIVALENT .S-TRAIN"DIAGRAM' ,_ -
Let us· now delve into the use of a tool that will prove valuable in 
the remaining discussion. This is the graphical representation of 
the state of strain on any plane in an element. Any text on strength of 
materials will show that this can be represented as a circle upon axis 
of axial stress and shearing stress. -Moreover it can be shown that, 
if the scaie chosen to represent the strain diagram is equal to the I 
. 
scale used on the corresponding stress diagram divided by the modulus 
of elasticity of the concrete the two diagrams will be identical 
(£SCALE= f ~cc;~~- ). "E" may be considered the initial modulus 
of elasticity as any changes in "E" will be introduced into our analysis 
when we consider creep. 
J 
If we apply this scale conversion to figures 5 and 6, fig'-:lre s 8 and 9 
are obtained. As figure 5 is plotted to a stress scale of l "= 5000 psi 
the corresponding strain scale will be l"= 5000 = .00167 in/in. 
3 X 106 
Similarily the 1" = 25000 psi scale of figure 6 may be converted to a 
strain scale o~ l" =25000 = • 0025 in/in by assuming a modulus of 
10 X 106 
. 
elasticity for marble of 10 x 106 psi. 
It must be emphasized that the strain diagrams achieved in this 
,,• 
manner do not re pre sent the true state of strain existing in the test 
' 
-- : . . . -- - - ~~ . 
,/ 
specim.en at failure. These strain diagrams_a.r~_ ~l!atw~--~hall_call _____ , ----~-----
_.,_ -- - -- - -- - -- --- --- --·--- - - ------- - ---- --- - ----------------·-----~ 
equivalent strain diagrams (i.e. equivalent to Richart's stress diagrams). 
-
19 
They differ from the true. strain diagrams (ie. diagrams obtained 
·-· - -- ----- - ~ -~---~-----~-- ----·---··-·- .. ··-·----·--·--····--.-···-···")'-·····"· .,.. 
-· - . .. .. -, -- ' ... .--er..~ .... -·· 
~ 
-·-··-···,:---~---- ,. 1......... ......... -···-·J -----··· 1·--··,·-·--······ ·-· ...... ,. ____ ~:-e---· 
--· -------·--·-~·--:.- --·,.-. _· - :.."· .• ·:: . . __ :i...,~ ,, - -'5 .. ; 
· by using measured strains) in that the following list of "str-ain 
£actors" that would be measured by a strain _gage, are omitted:· 
- , 1) T'he pois son effect of the major principal 'equivalent strain, 
2) The pois son effect of the intermediate principal equivalent 
strain, 
3) The poisson effect of the mino·r principal equivalent strain, 
4) Creep strain 
5) Shrinkage strain. 
. 
It is these "strain factors" that are included in the proposed theory· 
·but .a.re omitted in Mohr I s stress theory that should account for Richart's 
objections to, and subs~quent rejection of, the Mohr theory .• 
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PROPOSED THEORY , - What must it do? 
~-···;;··· ··•·,--- J ••.• --·---··--- .. ___ ~--t.:""·-·· .y--~--······ ··--···-- · .. --- -- ---- ,.J,:··-- - -·-" .,._._ 'I' .••. -- ~ •. ., ..... --····-"' """'; .. - ...... , ~ .. . ... ··- ., .. - -- .. . ...... --- .......................... - ... - --- . -- --- ............. ------------- .? 
. ' 
As a brief recapitulation, let us state the three major reasons -
for Richart's rejection of the Mohr str,ess th~·ory. We will then 
consider each of these reasons individually and see what affect 
· · inclus10.n of the afor~·m·e·ntioned "strain 'fa.ctors" might have had ·\_ 
upon ~he re s:ults . 
Richart's prime obje.ctio·n was the failure of the theory to 
_predict the splitting_J~Ilures observed in uniaxial compression.tests. 
Altho:u.gh the circles of failure did f.orm a tan·gency with the failure 
" 
:envelope, the point of taI1ge~1cy indicated a shear type failure,. wh~le 
-· 
t.¢:S..t specimens faile.d. by splitting along a verticle plan~.. t·h:i.$· .indicated 
that Mohr's stress tpie.pry could not predict the plane upo.n which the 
failure occur..ed. 
Secondary to this:-,,- Richa,rt.~ s, re ~·µ.lt~ indJG.~t~d that .th~ intermediate 
principal stres-s d,id h.a/ve ~h, ~.£feet -upon the failure criterion. 
' 
·TJi.j,:s, however, wa.s: uncert:afn due to the fact that the series 2 and 3B 
.te.,sts were not c.o·nclu.sive e·n.Q_ugh to definitely state that the difference 
-- - .._ .. _,_ ---·-· '.·----- .-~---.. ---·- -·-.. - -----:-·· _--~-~ . --- . . . . 
.. ' .. 
.. 
···~-··· .:·._ ·--·-·-· ·---· ·. ·-·-~· -·--·-·· .. 
-~tween th~ two envelopes in .figure. 5 was due to the different locations 
:oJ the. '-intermediate stress. Another factor .contr-ibuting to-this -
un~ertainty was the K,rman & Boker r.esults in figure 6. ,These 
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shifted the envelope in a direction opposite to that in Richart's results. 
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These variations in shift are plainly visible· i~ figure 8. 
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·· -- · Finally, ·Richart observed that the _Mohr theory can not be - -~ 
... 
. .. . 
-·---·~---·-··---··-= 
assumed correct unless the envelope for a specific mix concrete 
.defines failure under all conditio.ns of loading. This qualificatio·n 
applies to the proposed theory as well. As only an extensiv-~ · 
testing program encompassing m_any different combinations of 
loading arrangements could. p~ss judgement upon our theo:ry 
::,u:nder this, qualification, we must forego any further discussion of 
"· :th.is,, point until we co·n-si¢l~ r- O-\lr ·propo·._se~- te·$ting progra~ later in 
this_ paper • 
1,-"•,", 
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PROPOSED THEORY - Can it predict the· plane of failure? 
It will be recalled from the earlier review of the Mohr stress 
theory that .the most basi~ incongruity. that exists in this theory is 
the prediction of the type of failure. Mohr's theory is based_ upon 
a failure of the shear type. Thus th~., failure load predicted by this 
theory will be defined by this criterion indepepdent of the actual 
failure type. The Mohr's stress circles drawn in Figure 1 for a 
uniaxially loaded specimen were shown to lie wholly in the compression- · 
( 
shear quadrant while failure occured in lateral tension. This failure 
indicates that the lateral tensile strain due to the pois son effect 
. governed failure in this case. It has been shown by test results 
C 
that the ultimate tensile strength of concrete d'T is approximately 
equal to 7. 5 -V d'c 1 (*) and that the initial (at low stresses) 
poissons ration for concrete is 0.13 (**). Applying these values .. 
to a 3000 psi concrete in uniaxial compression we find that the 
lateral tensile strain is -,J(~ =- .13(3000) =~.00013 in/in while the 
£ 3 X }06 
ultimate tensile strain is 7.5 -.13000 = .000135 in/ino 
3 x I 06 ~" 
·· ~- ...... ·· ··· - ·This indicates that the lateral tensile strain in a uniaxial compre-ssion -
specimen at failure is equal to the ultimate tensile strain of the material. 
(*} -ACI - ASCE Joint.Committee 323 TRPC PG. 555 
(**) R. J. Roark "Formulas for Stress & Strain", 3rd Ed., McGraw-
Hill, N. Y. 1954 
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We may co~clude, therefore, that only the relative strength of the 
material in;:shear and.tension will gOverri the type .of failure that will 
:. 
occur. 
It is_ obvious from the above that the· late.ral strains .due ··to the 
., . 
pois son effect are important to a failure theory of this so·rt. The 
Mohr's stress theory does not work because it conslde.rs- only t:hos·~ 
sti:esses that are applied to the specimen as acting up'C>Jl it i'n a 
g.ive:n direction. The proposed strain theory however me_a-sures the 
. . 
' 
23·, 
a.ct'ual strains in a .. given direction and applies these values to determine 
failure. T·h·ese measured strains will _incorporate such important 
,factors ct:S· those listed on page 19 into 1the failure theory where the 
- . Mohr's stress theory had disregarde-d them completely. 
As ~rt :example of how the proposed theory would work, let us-
assµme that the envelope shown in Figure lOis the_failure envelop·e. for 
.$. 
a :specific m.ix.: :concrete being tested in uniaxial compression., 
Tangency here 
indicates shear 
failure --------
Tangency here 
indicates 
splitting 
Failure envelope 
·6 
B 
failure ·~--T__. __ ...___. ___ ..... __ F_i_g_u_r_e_l_O __ -------111.- Cc 
Graphical representation of a 
typical failure 
.A.s:.a uniaxial compressive stress is applied to face ,1·, - C 1 
..... 
increases 
at a rate ~ / E. • Faces Zand 3 however have an increasing tensile 
---- ----- - ______ ] 
. :'. 
····- .. - --·- - ... __ ,_......, . ~----- -----···---·-··-·-·---·-·----·-······-·-·-.. - .. 
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strain (poisson) applied to them at a rate of • causing 
- .. ; ·-· .. 
successive circles of strain to be shown as circles 'A' and 'B'. 
Final fail~re· should then be determined by the point of tangency 
between circle and envelope. If this tangency were to occur at 
the origin of the envelope a splitting failure should occur. If, , 
however, tangency were to occur at some other point on the curve 
it is logical to expect the failure to be of the shear type and _to 
occur upon a plane whose normal makes an angle (See Fig. I) 
with the normal to the plane of the major principal strain. 
I ,, 
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PROPOSED THEORY - Is it Independent of the Intermediate 
Principal Strain·? 
ZS 
The experiments of Richart, Brandtzaeg and Brown and those _of 
K'rm~n and Boker.indicated that the Mohr stress theory was not. 
independent of the i:g.termediate principal stress. Both groups of· 
~-
.}- .. · 
researchers drew this same conclusion from two sets of 
independent data. 
Let us first consider Richart's r-esults and see how he arrived 
at the above conclusiono To do this we will reconstruct both failure 
envelopes of Figure 8 on Figure 11 ~ It is immediately obvious 
that the two envelopes are not identical as they do not overlap. 
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_______ -----------------~-Pv~lope s of Richart's series L----~-~-----,------- 3A and 2 and 3B superimposed 
Richart reasoned as follows: 
-
. :-~~~:::=~=~-·::=~~=-----.--=--=---~~=--·_~--::-__ :~--=·--··-As.the one envelope was ·obtained with lhe--inte·rmediate principal··· 
stress equal to the minor principal stress and the other envelope 
was obtained with the intermediate principal stress equal to the 
·,:( 
·,.' :, 
l :, 
. . . . . ------ ---··· ··- - j 
?f; 
(· • .,.. lli, .• . 
.y,. 
- . 
.. ~·-·~~----~.,,,.-,,·., :,· ···~ -·· 
·' major principal_ stress it is obviously the position of the 
intermediate principal stress that caused the disparity 
between the two envelopes (ie. the failure envelope is not 
independent of the magnitude of the inte rme.diate principal 
' -- .. .:...~.---;.·~ - -
stress). , . 
, .. 1 I 
•• 
Ric_ha_:rt· also ~g_tec:l that ___ th~--- ~_p~c~mens tested were ~tro_nger in 
biaxial compression than in uniaxial co~pression. If the · failu:t:e.: J" . •. . ... 
were independent of the magnitud_e of the intermediate principal stres·s. 
the ultimate strength of the co.nt.rete -should have been the s·ame fcrr 
both tests. 
The te st-s:, with marble s-p_ecimens perforrp.eg by Karm~n and B.oke·.r 
w~:re similar to those of the Richart group.. ·.:sy reconstru¢tin_g both 
,· Ja-ilure· e:n·ve1ope s of fig.µ~·¢· 9 on figure 1:i we: s:ee that a dispar1t.y· 
:re·_as<;:>h; trsed by Richart,_: ·Karma.n and .B.oker .came to. an. identical 
. . 
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;;: - ~ Envelopes of Karman and 
·Boker tests superimposed 
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The only variation between the two sets of envelopes is the 
rel~tive position of each envelope with respect to its companion 
(i.e. It can be seen from Richa~t's resU;lts that the envelope in 
which the axial stress was greater than the lateral pressure is 
-
' 
. . . . 
·"··-"-·····---····-·····--· •··· -············ -·· ··-. - - - -- ~- .. -··. ····--,·-· 
above and to the left of its' counterpart, whereas iri the Karman 
and Boker results the envelope in which the axial stress is less 
• I 
I 
Z7 
than the lateral pressure is above and to the left of its' counterpart). 
This variation between the two sets of results will prove important 
because the proposed theory can only account for the relative positions 
of the envelopes obtained by Richart and not those obtained by 
Karman and Boker. 
Karman and Boker tested marble specimens in both uniaxiil 
I 
and biaxial compression. They too observed that the material 
wa~ stronger in biaxial compression than in. uniaxial compression 
and arrived at the conclusion that Mohr's stress theory is not 
independent of the magnitude of the intermediate principal stress. 
We will now attempt,to analyze the results obtained by both 
groups of re searchers mentioned above. We are seeking to 
, . 
.. 
_ ol:Jserve some i~dic~~ion as to whether or not the proposed theory 
is dependent upon the intermedi~te principal strain. This -will be-· 
'J ,. done by applying the "strain factors" listed on page·l9 and omitted ______ : .._, _________ ._,._.::._ __ ·__ ; 
- ------ .. · --i 
by Mohr's stress theory to the results obtained by both research ' i 
groups. We will then·see if these "strain factors" tend to cause 
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the two _sets of.failure envelopes to overlap. If they do it_is an 
indication that the proposed theory might be independent of the· 
intermediate principal strain. If they do not then it may be said 
that the proposed theory might not be independent of the 
intermediate principal strain. 
Before entering this analysis it may be useful to state the 
results that will be obtained herein. As mentioned previously we 
will find that the inclusion of the "strain factors" does indeed tend 
to correct the divergence of the Richart envelopes but fails to do 
so with the envelopes obtained by Karm~n and Boker. We will 
also find that the proposed theory can not account for the fact that 
both sets of experiments yielded a Qiaxial compressive stress 
higher than the uniaxial compressive stress. None of these conclusions 
to be derived can be considered conclusive, however, as many 
variables to be described hereafter may have played major roles 
in all of the te st re sult s. 
Let us investigate the envelopes obtained by Richart and presented 
.. 
. , in Figu·re 1 I.. Simplicity· o·f·explanation can be achieved if the actual 
cir c 1 e s of . failure obtain~d::··by·_~~i-~ha-r-i ar-e----ig-nor-ed--and--in--the-i-r---pla-ee- ------------··--·-----.. ···· --
~e insert one set of equal diameter failure circles (i.e. two semi-
--·--------------·---c-1_r_c·Tes oFar6itrarily cliosen diameter are fittea to both envelopes 
and the majo·r and minor principal strains (9r stresses) are recorded 
when tangency is achieved). This is done in Figure 13. Curve "l" 
- ·-·•····--·· .... -···- -~----··-
I 
' ., 
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refe-rs to that envelope in which the intermediate principal strain 
,, 
was eq.ual to the minor principal straih and curve "Z" refers to 
that envelope in which the intermediate principal strain was equal 
to the major principal strain;· 'The diameter of O. 00171 was chosen (' 
becc1:use it very ·clo's'ely represents the actual diameter of a Mohr's 
circle in both Richart's series 3A and 2 and 3B. Three place 
accuracy is use_d because the strains presented are direct conversions 
of Richart's recorded results. 
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Richart's envelopes 
(with equal diameter failure circles) 
rain greater 
ral strain 
From Figure 13 we note that the circle tangent to curve "l" is 
situated to the left of the equal diameter circle that forms a tangency 
to curve "2". We may immediately conclude that if the application 
of the '' strain factors" listed on page 19 were to cause a relative 
----------~----·-----~- -
shift between the two circles such as tcf ccfiise them to coincide, - -- --------
while at the same time maintaining their diameters equal, the envelopes 
of tangency would also be shifted in such a manner a·s to coincide. 
This would then indicate that the proposed theory is independent I 
of the magnitude of the inte·rmediate principal strain. 
,. 
·"' . 
t • ~ •• 
Let us consider each of the "strain factors" individually and 
determine th~ir affect upon the circles of equivalent strain. The 
fir st, of these would be the affect of the major principal equivalent 
13train upon the circles of failure. The circle tangent to envelope 
"111has a major principal equivalent strain of O. 00226 in/in. The 
poisson effect due to this strain is basically a tensile strain 
• 
of magnitude Y ~, , where 7,/ is the poisson ration and E, 18 
the major principal equivalent strain. This tensile strain must 
be added algebraically to the equivalent strain already acting 
upon the planes of minor principal strain and intermediate princ.ipal 
strain" As the plane of intermediate principal strain has no 
30 
bearing upon the position of the circle the pois son effect need be 
added to only the minor principal·equivalent strain for our purposes. 
The effect of applying the correction for the first strain factor 
to the circle tangent to envelope "l" is to shift the minor principal 
I 
strain O. 00206;/ to the left thereby increasing the diameter of the 
1 
...-:·· 
- - ---·-··~····-·····-·-~ ·~·"'~"-··-· ~-,-~;:., .. ~-- -..,,~~.-,::-; ,., ... -,.,,.'. . - ·~,· _,,.... . ~~-.' .:·-:--~-~~---'--"-.. -~.,..-----···----------------- ... - .. 
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circle by an equal amount. The circle tangent to envelope 11 2" will 
have a correction of the s~me type due to the affect of the major 
principal equivalent strain but it's magnitude will be O. 00226 Y in/ i; 
for a net change between the two circles of O. 00020-,/ in/in. 
Let us next consider "strain factor" number three listed upon 
page 19. This is the pois son effect of the minor principal equivalent 
strain. From Figure 11 we observe that the magnitude of this strain 
on the circle tangent to envelope "l" is 0.00350 in/in whereas the 
magnitude on the circle tangent to envelope "2" is 0.000550 in/in. 
. 
. From the analysis of "strain factor" one above we may conclude that 
the affect of "strain factor" three is a relative shift of the magnitude 
of the major principal strain by an amount -V x A e 1 .· =. 000200 # 
,Y in/in. This is seen to be equal in magnitude to the shift in the 
minor principal strain due to "strain factor" one and is in such a 
direction as to again make the circles of equal diameter. The net 
.. 
result therefore of applying factors 1 and 3 is to shift the two circles 
apart by O. 000200 ;I in/ in while maintaining equal, although larger, 
diameters in the two circles. 
The next consideration is to apply the poisson effect of the 
intermediate principal equivalent strain to both the major and minor 
principal planes. In the circle tangent to envelope one the 
·- .. - - - - - -- - - -
------··-·'"' ~ ---4 -~------- ---------
--·- ---- ···--··------------·-- -·-------inte·rm-e-diate principal equivalent strain has a magnitude of 
~. 
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0. 000350 in/in (i.e. equal to minor principal equivalent strain) 
whereas, in the circle tangent to envelope two the intermediate principal 
equivalent strain has a magnitude of 0.00226 in/in (i.e. equal to tha 
major principal equivalent strain). These values, multiplied by the 
pois so~ '·s ratio, yield the magnitude 9! the tensile pois son effect 
that must be added algebraically to the major and minor principal 
strains of both circles. 
Consider the circle tangent to envelope one. The tensile {shift of 
circle to left on strain diagram) poisson effect that must be added 
to b<?th principle strains (i.e. ther~fore no change in diameter of 
circle) is • 000350,' in/in. The circle tangent to .. envelope two on 
. . 
the other hand has a tensile poisson effect due to the intermediate 
, principal ·equivalent strain of o 00226 -Y in/in. This will again result 
in a shifting of the circle to the left with no change in diameter. 
The relative shift between the two circles is then 0.00191 Yin/in 
and it is in such a direction as to make both circles come together 
( i . e . overlap) . 
The net effect of applying "strain factors" l, 2 and 3 is then 
-· to shift the circle tangent to envelope "2" 0.00171-Y in/in to the 
left relative to the circle tangent to envelope "l" while at the same 
time maintaining there diameters equal. 
- - ~ ---- ---- - -- - " - - - - - --- ------- - --- ------ - --- -- - - -:::..::.: .. 7 ... - ------,,------ -----·----·· - ... -· .•.. - --- -- --·-- --------·----- -
···- · ·--·-· ·-·---· 
The equivalent strain circles shown in Figure 11 have their 
centers located ._000200 J~/in apart with the circle tanaent to 
, ... ·-· ··.·• 
·t . 
.! 
3.3· : ; .- . 
envelope "2" po·sitioned to the right of the circle tangent_tQ_envelope _______ _ 
- . 
''-1". - Thus if a value of equal to .00020 = ~118 were assumed, 
.00171 
;p¢·r:fect overlapping of the two circles would occur. The value of 
... 
0 ··- 1 rs: ·for is a .r:ea$onable assumption as concrete is known 
to exhibit values of 0. r-o·; t:o 0 .. 1·3 in the ela-~tic· rang·e and somewhat.-. 
higher values in t"he, Rla.slic: r.a.n_ge. It should be realized that no 
., matter what ·r:e.a s9"I1aple· ·values: of a:r·e chosen the direction. 
:. of the. shift· is the same- a~d oni y the magnitude ol the: shift w_ill vary. 
-·T·he fourth "strain factor 11 mention.e.d on page 1 _~ is that of creep .• 
:.Qne of the better known methods· of ·approximating the. amo:urtt of 
,-
c.reep to be expected under .a given lpad is Shank's fotrnula: fT:: C '-ff 
fT= specific cre:p, the time -dependent unit cre.ep strain 
of concre.te, :pe:r· -p·s'.i. of sustained axial s.t;r.¢.-_S$\ ·in 
:mtllionth s , 
·C. :;._:: :a C.Q ·e fffc{e.-nt •.d·ed.t.1.p:ed .{r.o·rp. 't.e··sts.:, a1 s.o: e,:xpr~- $:se.d.· 
-·--·-·-----·-·----- -- . . -~-.- . 
- .. - -~ -. . ,_ 
Using Shank's formula for a base it is reasonable to assume 
.• , 
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s·pe'cific Je;·:s.t .is; equal to some constant (K) times the load acting - .,;,· 
at 'fail'ure.:. · This-constant must of course be dependent upon the 
, 
t:ype of :c:t>nc:.:r~:te, its' age when loaded and the duration ·of the load. 
tf we appiy·this assumption to the equivalent strain circles 
.pbtaine·d fron1 Figx1.:r.e _l J ·we. fi~cl th_at the (:.·irGle- :t~ng.~nt to ~:nyelo.p.e· 
., .. ,.2;' i.s shifted to. the t~l· ··h." t- relat···ive to·· th:e · · 1 t · ~- ·t t 
_ .-.. . .. _-· __ .... -. .. . . . . g ____ . .. . _ . . __ c1rc e ange·n- ·.: o. 
envelope, ;"'r::l ... -a ·net am:O·unt.. that is eq:ual to the differ.enc:-e bet-we.en· 
·-- ' .. 
:the· .rn:ino·,r. ·(:pr ·maJo·r) p·r .. incipal equivalent ·strai~s multi_pl}~d by 
. - .. .. .. -
the: constant K {i.,e-. (0>.0002xK) )'. The: cr_eep· e.frect-al_so se·rve-.s 
{Q ip<;rea:se t_he q.iam;eter of boJh cir.cle·~ by .a-n :amount e.qua1 Jq· ·th~-
:dta~eter of ;~ithe·r -of th·e equivale_nt _stt·.ai_n ci:r"c.le s rn·u_ltipli'ed: by 
-·. . ·. -- ·-· t:h:e ·c:o.n.sta-nt :K -(i 9!. e •: .,(0 •. 001·7:z.: .·K:_) ) ,•. 1<· :m·ay: ·be ,aJ>·p:roxirnately :C:alc.tilate·d 
as follows using Shank's formula: 
:. K=O.OSS~0.10 
.. :>~ 
The; net ·affe:ct or' c.re:eptherefore is a tendency to :~:hift 'th-~ .. G.i~,ql¢s· 
3 .. 4 
The 'final .. '" strain. fa·.e.t6.r II· fo· be· consi'derEi:d is that. 6:£ shr:irikag.e· •. , . - - .·. -- - .. 
__ ·t?~- -~!r~~~ _<i~~-t? __ f31?-E_~ri~~g~~tnayi be )te:glected .... 
----- -·~ ·--- - -- . - --~~-------
~-. 
. ,
,; 
--·~·.·--,·,.,: -·· ----. ·- .. , .•... -... ----.. -·---~-...... _.__""" ______ ~,--------
-·-···"··- --~---- .... ;;...,_. ·----.···-··-··· .. ····-·--··---·-- . 
{ . 
We are nqw J:n: .a: p·o:sifi:on:. to ~utri :·-up· all qf t:J:i.e shifts in the -strain 
· circles dUe to the var:iotis sJ:r.ain factors 
1
acting upon the. two larger l 
r 
circ1e:s :apart b_y O .o·Q(l20 .in/.in-. Factqr 2, the:. :prim~ irtfl:ue.n.c·e· 
upon the: circ.Te-s ·, te·nd:s to shift th:e· c:ircle s: together an: a-mount 
a'.pa_:tt. by .• ·000 2 (o·~: 1 )' · .•. ;Q.0:(){j .. z in/-in. 
a.s cotn;pa-r:ed to fact9:~ ··2, the p.o:is:so·n .effe-tt o.f the inter·tn..~·diate 
J).:rinc-ipal .eq_t.tivalent strain. 'r-b.fs is: {n -a.ccor·dahce. Wit.-h the ·res:ql_t'.$ 
, :bbtaineci, P.Y J{ic··h.a·.rt as. J:1 .. ·e: :a.ttributed the .de.viatior;r ·o:f · t4e t:Wc>· 
,env~lope s to thi~- :st-ra·jtt {or stre $.:sJ. Wi~.: ·-hav.e: 'Sl:io.wn howeve.r t;h·at ·... .. .. - .- . -.... - .-
-
p.rin.qipal eqt1ivalent $tt'ai11. 
.'--· 
ind:ic.a.te·$ th.e:. reaso·n why w~ cari only :ac:¢Qt.Jtit 'for. the. :re,sult·a· .o.btain.e:d-. . ~ 
:b.y :Ri¢lta.·r:t: et .. -al·-:: :~nd not the·. results obtainecl. by ·Ki:rm.,n.-.and Boker •. 
··side:s of one. a.n:other with respect to the:i.r· r:¢lativ~ __ _-igc:..a.tions: in : 
\. 
·,. 
3--s. 
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Richart's results. · The resultant shift in these envelopes due to 
application of_the foregoing rea.soning to K~rm~n and Btiker's 
results would be a·greater divergence of the envelopes. 
It was noted earlier that the proposed theory fails to account 
for the observation that both concrete and marble are stronger tn 
biaxial compression than in uniaxial compression. This would 
seem to indicate that tests results refute the proposed theory 
twice and justify it once. Careful consideration of certain 
1\,.. 
elements of the testing program howeve·r indicate that other factor·s 
may have influenced the K~rm~n and Boker results as well as thosEr 
I 
of the biaxial and uniaxial compression tests. 
K~rmin and B8ker drew their circles of failure between the 
actual recorded stresses of failure. Richart however applied a 
correction to his results in order to account for the effect of 
friction between the packing and the brass covering wrapped 
around his biaxial specimens. As K'rm'n and Boker did not 
apply this correction it is possible that their results are in error 
due to this omission._ This of course is only a supposition on the 
part of the auth~r :a_:s. no means are availa:ble to evaluate this 
. . 
. . 
correction. ---· - . -·----···-·--·. ··-- . - ---· -···- -·- -~- ·;·. ~---,-
The biaxial tests were performed upon 4"qS x 22" long specimens, 
whereas the uniaxial tests were performed upon 4'_'qS x 8" long specimens. 
~:·.·, .. ' ----·-···~ ............... -----~--.-,, ..... ·-·-. ,, .. - ---......... ·. 
' I 
l 
.I 
! 
-1- .. 
i . j 
1 -
' 
f 
i 
. . 
~--,--·-···- -·-.--- · .... ------- - -~~~~--· • u .. -- ~------- ............. ....__ .... __.....,.-_. .. _ .... · .. _____ .,,' . ··-·---»··-·- ·-- --··-- ··--· •. 
. . ------··-.. ·---~ 
~ 
__ Many factors that can not be evaluated affect the relative results of 
0 
such tests. A~ong st these factors may be included size effect.s, 
end effects, shape effects, and friction between the packing and 
brass covering. 
The above analysis has been an ~ttempt to show that the effect of 
the inte!·mediate principal stress, which both Richart and K~rm~n 
and Boker found to in:fJ.uence the failure envelope, maybe accounted 
for by the theory proposed Jae rein (i.e. The. proposed theory may be 
independent of t_he intermediate principal strain). 
~ 
fl.' 
·. ·- . .. ·. .-,. ~-,---,-,, : ·:-----·----:---~-,.,.. -::- - . . ·-
--- - __,.. . - - - . -·-· - - - -- ' - .~-----. -~-- ·- ----- - ~-- ----· -· - -
. , .. ·-· -, 
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TESTING PROGRAM 
.... 
Our next· consideration then is the formulation of the testing 
program require-id to prove the correctness. or incorrectl').ess of the 
proposed theory. We will attempt to do this by a proce SlS of 
elimination, that is we will consider each of the means in which the 
proposed theory might not work. For each of these means we will 
•' 
decide upon a criteria which would prove or disprove the validity 
of the proposed theory and then proceed to formulate a feasible 
test to observe its affect upon the selected criteria. 
. -~ 
Let us first consider whether or not the proposed theory will 
-
successfully predict the type of failure (splitting or shear) that 
will occur and· the plane upon which it occurs. The criteria that 
must be satisfied is that the point of tangency mus~. occur so that 
I 
/ 
,. 
the angle C)(. (see figure 1) is equal to the angle that the plane of 
failure makes with the major principal plane. 
The test that must be set up to examine this criteria is one in 
which varying combinations of biaxial tension and compression 
may be applied to concrete specimens of different mixes ranging 
from lean through medium to rich. In this way each mix can be 
loaded so as to cause both splitting and shearing failures. 
The plane defined by the point of tangency for each failure can 
then be checked and compared with the actual plane of failure. 
. _r. :·--· 
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How then can we achieve this conditi9n of biaxial straining . 
. 
Perhaps the most obvious idea would be to take a block of concrete 
and apply loads directly to its faces. This of course would be 
\ 
subject to major end effects ( restraint due to loading plate) and 
is unacceptable. A variation of this procedure might be adopted 
however by placing steel rods longitudinally through the ends of a 
long rectangular bloc.k of concrete as shown in figure 14. Any 
. tensile force applied to the rods would -then transmit (by bond) 
an approximately uniform tensile stress across tbe, icentrally 
located unreinforced concrete G If the entire block were placed 
. 
upon a fl.at plate no bending stresses would be introduced and we 
would be free to apply compression through an overhead com-
., 
pressing .apparatus. · In this manner varying combinations of tensile 
and c_ompressive strain failures may be achieved by applying 
varying tensile forces. and bringing the specimen to failure in 
• compre ss1on. 
~ .- ..... .-. ......... -. 
- .. _________ _. 
·-·-··-·~·••-:- -··-···· ".:w.- ., ... ,--•---_---. -----••_ ....;..; • .-:.~ • .:..·---·,- - ---· ·---- •.• ·-···, •• _ ••.;.- ..•.• -~.:-. c·---·······- . ·• . - .... ,. ~- . 
I - _ ... 
I I 
c.--- -- -.. ___ ....,__ ........ 
:: ~ ir--o--.a..---=----....... ------r..------~~-.. 
:. ;-•·· 
W· .-··· 
- .' --~- . -··- .• --··". -~·---: --·----------··--··------··--.. ----·--· 
.·.,; 
Figure 14 
Typical testing arrangement 
CJI ILJJ 
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It is i~portant to,note that the assumption that the stresses {or 
strain) are uniform across the section is not critical to the success 
of the test. This is very helpful as it liberates us from one of the 
major drawbacks of testing stress theorie-s. The strain gage 
apparatus will record the average· -strain along a line in the material. 
If.this particular gage is situated in such a manner as·to intersect 
the plane of failure it will exhibit a sudden increase of strain .(see 
_fig~r.e 16). If continuous strain readings are recorded w~ may then 
assume that the strain just prior to the sudden increase in strain 
is the strain at failure. 
Other means are also available for obtaining combinations of 
biaxial tension and compression" One such means would be a test 
such as that depicted in figure 15. · A series of wire strands could 
be posttensioned laterally through the center of a plain concrete one 
way slab. This will create a uniform compressive strain in the 
lateral direction and the failure may then be brought about by 
applying tensile stresses in the bottom fibre due to bending. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
----- -..-----------··_,____ _____ ---~-:-·--· -~----' ' 
. L 6 6 
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-
-
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Figure 15 
Typical testing arrangement 
.,. 
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It should be noted that u$ing various combinatio~s of biaxial 
loading limit the circles of strain between the boundaries .of 
uniaxial (or biaxial) tension and .uniaxial (or biaxial) compression~ 
. - . . u 
Any other biaxial combinations of te-nsion and compre s~ion will 
, 
yield circles of strain· between these limits. Consulting figure 5 
we see that this. range is very small in comparison with the rar1ge 
covered by Richart's triaxial compression tests as the envelope 
amounts to approximately 7o/o of the length of Richart~ s envelope. 
This is not a disa~vantage however as all straining situations 
.. -
· save that of triaxial compression lie within this range (i.e·. the 
reader may prove this to himself by considering the positions 
of the failure circles for all other strain (or stress) combinations). 
Therefore the testing program proposed herein will test the 
validity of the proposed theory for all loading coml:>inations 
except triaxial compression and, as this is a loading condition 
occuring in only special cases {heavy dam foundations,_ etc.) we· 
can neglect it for the time being. 
Let us consider the question of what to define as failure in a 
--- . · -- _··: ·, -- given test. Consider a uniaxial tension test. As the axial strain 
. . . - ·- ~--·-·-··--._......-_r ____ , ___ ~--- ... -------~----·---N ___ ,... ____ ..,.. ........... ____________ .,,,,,~-------. , ...... ___ ,. __ .__ O -----... ·-·---·~---.. -----~--- -.~ --
increases the strain gage (electrical) placed in the axial direction 
will record a tensile strain while the lateral gages will record a----------~-~-~--.,---,~----;-------
relatively small compressive strain. As failure approaches the 
' :, 
. 1 ) 
;; 
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axial tensile strain will increase at an increasing rate until failure 
(actual rupture) -occurs at which time the strain gage is elong_ated 
--
to its failure point instantaneously. A typical stress strain curve 
would appear as in figure 16. What then is th·e strain at failure, 
-:. po.int a, b or c? Undoubtedly it is either points"~" or "b" as. 
these points correspond to the physical failur,e of the specimen. 
,..,..---------~-----
} 
,, 
I -
Since the distance between "a" and "b" on an actual tensile test is 
very small either point may be used. It is also very important 
to know the strain readings of the lateral gages at the instant of 
~ 
failure (i.e. when the axial strain is at point "a"}. This then 
requires very careful coordination (with respect ~o time) of the 
various strain gages in and on the specimen. 
a, 
s 
.... 
.µ 
~ 
m 
m 
Cl) 
,... 
Yield 
Strajn.gage 
fails 
Ql Axial 
._ ______ __._._ ______________ _._ __ __.._ strain 
ab C 
Figure 16 
typical strain gage ree.ding 
for uniaxial tension test 
. . .. ·- -·-~-. '"'·-.; ·----. 'i. 
' !.' 
- - -- ----·, -----~----~·--·-.. --.. -~----·-.. ·-~--....-.---·· ·-~----- - ·- - • --- - •• --- -- - --- u - ~- - - .... - - - .,.. .... - - - •• ·- ---- --· - - - -- - - -- --- -------- ~--- - ~ - --- •. -~- • • • ~-·---_.,.._._ 
The example of uniaxial tension is perhaps the easiest case to 
t ·- resolve as the physical failure is clearly defined. With some of the 
__ :,J r _________ ---· ------ ·----·- -------- ·- - --·-·------ --- ··--- ·--·-- ~ ...... ---- ---~ .. :.-= .. -=:..-==------=--=-----~=--.-.:=:-=---==---:-·--------·-------------·---·---·----------· -----·-···-- .. ·-----.. ---~--------·---·--------.. ··-----------------~----··---··--
----· ·------------R .. -------- ----~- · ~--"---~~~~ -------·---
.. 
, 
.... . 
u ;;a ua aw ... 
.. , -· •. :, •. ,,-.,.-~':-., I -- -·...-- ~--... ,-..,.,.\.,.·~·--w·' ... _-. ___ ' •--~•'--• •· .• ' . 
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more sophisticated failure _combinations it will be more difficult 
_ to pinpoint the momej_t -of failure. In any case very care_ful records 
must be kept so that the strains .in all principal directions, (i. ~. 
through use of a strain rosette) are known at a given instant of time and 
may be plotted upon time strain diagrams. The moment of failure 
of one or more of the strain gages. .. 
The .testing program above was devised to test the criteria of 
·/ 
whether the proposed theory could predict the plane upon which 
failure should occur. Careful consideration reveals that a test 
' 
program involving various combinations of biaxial loading (straining) 
as de scribed above will also serve to investigate whether or not the 
.proposed theory is independent of the type oftest performed. The -
criteria that must be satisfied in this case is that the strain circles 
of failure for a given mix co?crete must be tangent to the envelope 
regardless of the type of test used to bring about the failure 
condition. This requires that many different tests involving various 
4l 
loading· combinations be performed. 
·------·----"""~....:--~--T_W.Q.... s u_c b_.t.e...s..ts ___ we_r.e ___ diac_u_s__s_e_d ___ e.arlie . .r__...___Botb._..te . .st.s._a.l I o_we d us 
·-------: ., .-- ••• • •••• -. w - . -- .• 
-to vary the stress combinations and to achieve failures due to -· - - ----- :· -·····--··-·· .,.-- -··· 
' ' 
- ----. - -·· .. ·-·-·---- ····-···-------·------·--- -·-·-· ----------------------·-··--------·-···- . ------- ·-··-····-·--------------------···--·- -· ·-·---·------·-·--· ---------
,tJ 
~ ,~~--..... _ .. , 
......... I<~--~-.. ~.: . - .... ~.~----·~------'-"-~·- ·• ... ·-·.--- .... "' 
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be observed as a result of these ·tests is whether or not the stress (or 
strain) distribution across the section affects the predict'ion of failure 
... 
by the proposed theory (i.e. in the one test the tensile s~ress is 
··'nearly uniformly distributed whereas in the other it is linearly " . ' 
distributed across the section from compression at the 'top to tension 
at the bottom). If both sets of failure circles do not form a tangency 
with the failure envelope the proposed theory will have failed· its~ 
purpose. ' . 
. (, 
Of course the two series of tests outlined above would not be 
.. 
sufficient evidence upon which to accept the proposed theory. Many 
other tests for various loading compinations must be devised and 
tested before we can say that we have proven the theory to be 
in4ependent of the 16ading condition_ im.posede Other combinations 
of loading will be proposed later in this paper. 
The only factor remaining to be tested is the question of 
whether or not the proposed theory is independent of the magnitude 
of the intermediate principle strain. This is perhaps the most difficult 
test program to set up as it requires that the intermediate principal 
strain be due to an applied stress (i.e. _triaxial loading is required 
as the biaxial condition will not allow us to vary the intermediate 
strain although we can vary the position of the circle about the point 
... 
. . 
.. - ----·· ~·· ·- ·- -~--- - -·~-.~- ··-"-·-·· -.---- -·-- ·-~-
representing this strain). 
. Many methods are available to apply triaxial straining conditions 
\.. 
~,. ... 
-· ---·· -·-·--· .... ....,.,. 
~-
' ' 
·"' 
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b 
.. to a unit ~lement. lncl~ded amongst the.se are d-irect 1triaxial 
~-.------compression·, direct uniaxial tension combined with biaxial compression; 
l 
torsion combined with compression and torsion combined wlth tensiono 
Each of these methods presents its own special problems as to 
how to apply the loads and how to record suffici~nt strain information 
to plot the failure circle of strain. These considerations will not 
be discussed in this paper. It should be realized however that the 
major objection usually lodged against the above-mentioned testing 
methods does not hold. This objection is that the stresses (or strains) 
are not uniformly distributed and the actual stresses (or strains) 
" 
that cause. the failure are not nece·ssairily determined by the standard 
and t:= Tr o In the proposed tests J 
internal electrical strain gages shoulcl be used and- so long as the· 
I 
gages are located through the plane of failure the actual strain condition 
·at failure will be recorded. 
These· same tests used to determine the affect of the intermediate 
strain will have contributed failure circles due to many different 
loading conditions. This will prove helpful in analyzing the affect 
of various types of loading combinations upon the failure theory. 
,The degree of accuracy of the theory i~ mea_sured_by_the conformity 
----~-----·---··------------- .· . - ' . . ··-· 
the circles that define the planes of failure of the test specimens. 
,,;;:.a JS I &&±[fil __ 
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